A window seat, bookshelves and built-in furnishings made from salvage woods help make the new library/workspace/guest bedroom a favorite getaway for Chris Berner at his Eugene home.

Cozy space
between
the timbers
Designers create new second-floor living areas
between hefty posts, beams of a timber-frame home.
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ven though he’s originally from St.
Louis, Mo., Chris Berner definitely
has the Northwest forest running
through his veins.
When a friend in Washington inherited more than 200 acres of timber, he
offered Berner six trees for building a
home and furnishings. Berner researched various building methods, settling on a traditional timber frame for
what was then a modest, 1,100-squarefoot saltbox design with steep roof.
But with time, Berner, a senior
graphic designer at Funk/Levis & Associates in Eugene, became dissatisfied
with the home’s second floor.
“The upstairs was very open, kind
of like a barn,” he says. “It really wasn’t
laid out properly.”
That became apparent when lifestyle
changes brought overnight guests to

the home. Unfortunately, everyone had
to traipse through the master bedroom
to reach the bathroom. Because of the
layout, furniture was scattered about
inefficiently. And privacy was out the
window.
“I wanted to enclose all that space
and make the upstairs areas (master
bedroom, library/guest sleeping quarters and studio) separate from each
other and move that darn bathroom to
a better location,” Berner says. Otherwise, the home functioned well.
Troubleshooting
For the upstairs reclamation project,
Berner enlisted the help of Alec Dakers,
a designer and partner at Rainbow Valley Design & Construction in Eugene.
Dakers specializes in and very much
enjoys this kind of challenge.

“Often in their desire to improve
their home, people accidently disrupt
some of the beauty and character of the
original,” Daker emphasizes. “We love
it when we can help save space and
improve functionality but still maintain
the aesthetics of a structure. And Chris’
home is a very elegant structure.”
But working within the parameters
of a traditional timber-frame home has
its challenges. “In a true timber frame,
the structure all works together,” Dakers
explains. “You can’t change a portion
of it without considering how all those
beams and posts support the entire
home.”
Then there was the major challenge of what to do with that upstairs
bathroom.
“Typically you have a floor cavity to
run the drain in, but not here,” Dakers
says. “The floor upstairs was exposed
below. So we had to run all the plumbing — toilet, sink and shower — down
the chase for the chimney. There was
nowhere else to run it. Likewise,” he
adds, “we had to go to a wall-hung
toilet. It doesn’t sit on the floor because
the drain would stick out of the ceiling
below.”
With plumbing worked out, the
Rainbow Valley crew was able to free up
extra space to remake the master bedroom from long and skinny to a much
better proportioned size.

Plumbing for the new upstairs bathroom was an issue because there was no room for drain lines in
the open timber-frame structure. The solution was to run drainage down the chimney chase.

Rainbow Valley Design & Construction crews
worked around existing timber framing.
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Berner chose green for the hallway because
it plays off a forest scene showing outside the
window seat in background.

The master bedroom suite is a much more private retreat now that guests have separate access to the upstairs bathroom.

